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Transformation of graphite to diamond via a topotactic mechanism
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aBstract
Several mechanisms and intermediate steps have been proposed to explain the transformation
of graphite to diamond. However, the mechanism continues to be debated, in part because graphite
that is incompletely transformed to diamond has not been reported; although such material could be
used to better understand the diamond-forming process. Here we report the discovery of nano-sized
We use high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) data from these grains to show
that diamond formed via a reconstructive, topotactic rather than martensitic mechanism. Electron
diffraction and HRTEM images show the following three-dimensional crystallographic relationships
g||(111)d, (100)g||(21 1)d, and (120)g||(011)d.
twinned diamond, is dictated by the initial graphite polytype and transformation route. The derivation
of a three-dimensional transition matrix is consistent with a topotactic relationship between graphite
and the newly formed diamond.
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introduction
mond. Products of this process occur as the result of explosive
compression of powders (DeCarli and Jamieson 1961; Donnet
-

et al. 2013). Of particular interest are the recent reports of terrestrial impact-produced nanodiamonds, specifically those asimpact event (Israde-Alcantara et al. 2012; Kennett et al. 2009a,
2009b; Kurbatov et al. 2010). These reports describe nanodiamonds, diamond, lonsdaleite, and n-diamond, in sediments of

2009b), although the evidence for lonsdaleite in these deposits
is open to debate (Daulton et al. 2010). To use the presence and
specific formation processes, it is necessary to understand the
mechanisms and conditions under which graphite transforms
to diamond.

transformation of graphite to diamond requires pressures >15
T of >3000 K (reviewed in DeCarli 1995; De-

wave propagation transforms to diamond through a two-step
to lonsdaleite (also called hexagonal diamond), followed by a
transformation from lonsdaleite to diamond at <2000 K, substantially below the melting temperature of graphite. Independent of
the mechanism by which it occurs, the transformation results in
a 61% collapse along the [001] of graphite, whereas the lateral
dimensions decrease by only 2.8%. Strong covalent bonds form
in diamond, and there is a dramatic density increase from 2.28
to 3.52 g/cm3. The bonding changes from planar, 3-coordinated,
sp2-bonded C in sheets held together by Van der Waals forces
for graphite to 4-coordinated, sp3-bonded C in diamond. Also,
the planar C-C bond length of graphite increases by 0.015 nm
on transforming to diamond.
A range of intermediates structures have been hypothesized
-

a martensitic or reconstructive process, whereas non-graphitic
diamond by a reconstructive mechanism (Irifune and Sumiya
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and compression of graphene sheets, without the formation of
intermediate structures, whereas diamond formation from the 2H

